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About This Game

Supports 2-5 players*
At least one controller required

What happens when you give the world's most dangerous mammal access to the world's most dangerous machine?
Blow your friends away in this free-for-all tank fight - can you be the best bear?

With its roots based on top-down tank fighting games from the Atari Age, Dragonside Studios presents its first game - Bears in
Tanks.

*5 player games require four controllers and one person on the keyboard.

Features:

Out-of-tank combat

Five different tank models with unique abilities and stats

Multiple seats for gaining an advantage on mutual enemies

Seven unique stages to battle on
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Wow. I became almost immediately immersed in this game from the start. I've read the other reviews--almost all positive,
although I understand where people get irritable when certain cultural or political views become a part of an adventure
game...but for me, I've personally followed and happily played probably all of Francisco Gonzalez's games, even way back from
freeware like "Back Door Man" and all of the "Ben Jordan" games. This game in particular showed his growth as a game
developer, and like I said, drew me in to the plotline from the start. I loved the artwork, I loved being able to work my way
through cases in my own time, even if my choices led to less than optimal outcomes. I enjoyed that it wasn't too linear, and I
really grew fond of the main character(s), even having several laughs along the way, despite the fact that it was a "who-dunnit"
murder mystery. I can't say enough complimentary things, really. I get picky with adventure games, and this is a MUST PLAY.
Period.. The game is in an actual EA stage as far as development goes, but the devs have some very interesting ideas and are
working tirelesly to move this title forward. If you like team based MMO pvp, this is going to be a huge deal for you and i
suggest you support this game no matter what.

Aesthetics are great and the BR system is really good, if you ask me (loot/farm/build).

Game's not doing all that well though. Wow. What a beautiful game and story. Absolutely loved it. We all need more of this in
our lives.. Epic Games = big sad. good train, its legit. does the job. works well. sounds are meh. i give it 7\/10
i do recomened buying it. but if an updated version comes out i recomened getting that xD
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First off, there is no 'L' in Japanese, so to have a Japanese character with an L name wouldn't happen. This game is repetitive
and dull. The idea is nice, but everything else is just a bit of a let down. There are much better HOG out there, give this one a
miss.. Dark souls with farts and burps. I really want to like it but it's often nonsensical. Such as when you have to provide
evidence and location, if you provide the wrong location of the suspect, they get arrested but says they were wrongly arrested.

I feel like the fact it's episodic fights hard with the overarching story and breaks from the immersion of the whole thing.

The bugs, the bugs are really what kill it though, as others have mentioned.. I love the way this game looks. It's sort of
sickeningly nightmarish.. 3D cube matching game where you must race to match colors before the whole structure gets too big
and hits Critical Mass. You basically have two options: rotate or place and the gameplay doesn't get any more complex than that.
There's 4 different game modes, but they really don't feel vastly different. The game doesn't even provide basic gameplay
elements like a heads up about what the next color is so you can strategize accordingly. It's a different spin on the classic Tetris
game, but it was unable to hold my interest for more than a couple hours.. Its kinda a "meh" but its interesting to play and hear
about the older versions of the game.
I would recommend if you like the game and have some extra money laying around.. Confusing controls and almost unplayable
against AI (as the round starts they will run at you and swing you to the ground before you can even think about how to play).

Also i bought this for online multiplayer because this is one of those devs that puts both a Multiplayer and Local Multiplayer
tag. That's flat out misleading and deserves some negative feedback if you ask me.

This seems like a game that can be fun with a couple of friends and beers for like an hour or 2, but nothing more than that.

The Resolution of the Audio Problem....:
The Audio has been updated so there is no more need to mute the audio if you want to Stream the game. All the work and credit
goes to the team at Orb Soundwerx and Saad Akhter Ali for their compositions. They have absolutely TRANSFORMED the
tone of this game and I am very thankful for their work.. Update 1.3.5 - Combo display and minor polish:
In arcade mode, there has always been a bonus for landing consecutive shots. It is an important system if you are fighting for the
high score, but player analysis was required to learn about it. This update adds the combo bonus to HUD! You can find it to the
left of the arcade multiplier and I hope it helps you chase those scores!

Additional updates:
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The arcade multiplier display is larger and has simple color animations calling out when it increases or is lost.

Laptops with high and low performance graphics drivers are now instructed to default to the high performance driver.

Small improvements have been made to the directional accuracy of movement input.

The audio for trying to fire with no ammo and for picking up ammo will play more consistently in networked games.

. New update v1.28 "Color Carnage" is live!:
Hello racers!

It's here! The big colorful update. Now also with a ton of other cool stuff. Check out the release notes below. Also, the game is
now €5.99 (and updated regional equivalents) as promised. We hope any new customers still think it is a fair price. Especially
after this update!

The update is available in both the public and the beta channel. Release notes:

New!. v1.08 Patch Notes:

 Attempted to fix the Completionist Achievement Bug

 Boomerang kills are now counted towards achievement (was a bug)

. HALF DEAD 2 will be 4,99$:

Because our game is mostly based on good online we decided to set price on 4,99$ level instead of planned ten dollars.

In future we want to raise the price by adding more content and go full release from early access.

We hope you and your friends will enjoy our game! Stay tuned!
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/914260/HALF_DEAD_2/. Hotfix v0.0.79H2:

Remember! You must update to play on the same version as your friends.
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